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1. Introduction
Welcome to Linz! We are very pleased about you choosing Linz for your internship with IAESTE and a
warm welcome to the 2018 summer reception program with IAESTE Austria.
We are looking forward to an innovative and exciting program with participants from every region of
the world on every weekend. To help you prepare for a cool summer in Linz, we are providing this
guide of additional information about Linz and Austria. Please read through this information carefully.
To assist you in finding the information you need, please refer to the table of contents.
If you have any questions or suggestions, please don’t hesitate to ask, we would be happy to help you.
We hope you enjoy your stay and make some unforgettable memories in Linz!
Best Regards,
IAESTE LINZ

1.1 Facts and Figures
1.1.1 LINZ
Linz is the third-largest city of Austria and capital of the state of Upper Austria (German:
Oberösterreich). It is located in the north center of Austria, approximately 30 kilometers (19 miles)
south of the Czech border on both sides of the river Danube. The population of the city is 203.012.
The official language in Austria is German, but English is widely spoken by Austrians and foreigners
alike. To assist you a bit, here are some useful phrases that could help you in your everyday life:
Good morning:
Good afternoon:
Good evening:
Good night:
Bye:
Official ‘Hello’
Thank you:
Please:

Guten Morgen
Guten Tag
Guten Abend
Gute Nacht
Auf Wiedersehen
Grüß Gott (typical Austrian)
Danke
Bitte

Linz is quite easy to reach by plane, train, bus and car. The Linz International Airport also known as
Blue Danube Airport Linz and formerly Hörsching Airport, is a minor international airport near Linz. It
mainly features flights to European leisure and some metropolitan destinations. The biggest train
station in Linz, the newly renovated Hauptbahnhof (Main Train Station), has good connections to
neighboring towns and countries. You can find more information regarding lines and the travel
schedule under http://www.oebb.at/en.
Regarding electrical appliances up to 2.200 W, the voltage used in Austria (as in most of
Europe) is 230 V/50 Hz single phase with universal plugs type C.
For more information about a Vienna visit http://www. http://linz.at/english/.
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1.2 IAESTE Linz Contact Information
The IAESTE Linz office will be one of your first points of contact and the starting
point of many activities. The office is close to the metro station "Universität",
where two railways are crossing: 1, and 2.
IAESTE Linz
c/o Johannes-Kepler-Universität Linz Altenbergerstr. 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:
Homepage:

+43/ (0)732 2468-9298
+43/ (0)732 2468-9296
incoming@linz.iaeste.at
http://www.iaeste.at/
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2. Health Insurance and Cases of Emergency
2.1 Registering for Health Insurance
Your internship contract is probably (99.9%) a “Kollektivvertrag” or “Dienstvertrag” which means that
you do not have to worry about registering for health insurance. About 2 weeks after the start of the
contract you will get an insurance card (called “E-Card”) sent to the address where you are
registered. Use this E-Card every time you visit a physician.

2.2 Hospitals
There is a list of hospitals you can find here:
http://portal.linz.gv.at/Serviceguide/viewChapter.html?chapterid=121726
When you are not sure about your health insurance, we would recommend going to the
“Barmherzige Brüder” hospital, since they might also treat you without any fee.
In case of accidents call the European emergency number 112 (available in English).
There is also a hospital primary responsible for accident treatment:
AUVA-Unfallkrankenhaus Linz
Garnisonstraße 7
4010 Linz
Tel.: +43 5 93 93-42000
Fax: +43 5 93 93-42609
E-Mail: ULV@auva.at
Internet: www.auva.at/ukhlinz
Access: Bus line 45, 46
For nonemergency, there is also an internet website which helps you find a doctor in your vicinity:
www.docfinder.at/arztsuche/ You can use this tool to find dentists or any other doctor which are
located nearby.

2.3 Emergency Numbers
European Emergency Number: 112
Fire Department:
Police:
Ambulance:

122
133
144
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3 General Information about your Internship
3.1 Registering at the Municipal Registry Office
Linz’s regulations require you to register the latest by the third day of your stay in Linz and also
deregister before you leave. To register, you have to fill out a document called Resident registration
form (“Meldezettel. After filling out the form and having it signed by the house owner or maintenant,
take a passport with you and go to the municipal office of your district. Opening times are usually
from 7:30 am until 3:30 pm. Here you can find a list with each district (Bezirk) and the address of its
municipal office: http://www.linz.at/service/485.asp & http://www.linz.at/service/service.asp
There are no fees for registering. After registering, you will be handed a document confirming your
registration (Bestätigung der Meldung) and that’s it. Please do not forget to deregister when leaving
Linz. Failing to register or deregister or by registering and deregistering although no accommodation is
established or the existing accommodation is not given up, is considered an administrative offence
which can result in a fine of up to 726 €.

3.2 Prolonging the internship
In some cases, your employer might ask you to prolong the internship if he is happy with your work
and wants you to finish a project. When that happens, the IAESTE office must be contacted ASAP, at
least 2 months in advance. You can do this either by telling the person who is in charge of your
Internship, or by writing an email to the IAESTE office. You also need to tell your employer, that he
needs to make a new “company confirmation note” (“Firmenbestätigung”) for the new time period.
In case you need to prolong your Visa, you will also need to contact your embassy in Vienna. To apply
for the Visa, you will most probably also need a confirmation of accommodation which can be made by
the IAESTE office after you have prolonged your accommodation.

3.3 Prolonging/changing/cancelling the accommodation
In order to prolong/change the accommodation at which you are staying, you need to contact the
people responsible for it at least 2 months in advance. It is important to notice that as a trainee only
you and your accommodation organizer carry all the responsibility for your place of stay. IAESTE is
not responsible for anything connected with it. All we can do is try to help you, but we cannot be held
responsible in case it fails. After you have managed to reserve a space for yourself, you need to
contact the office so that a confirmation of accommodation (“Unterkunftsbestätigung”) can be made.
This one is necessary to prolong your visa.
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3.4 Lost your documents or other valuables
In case you lost anything that is important to you, the measures to take depend on where you lost it. If
you lost something in any train of the ÖBB (Austrian Railways), please visit the website of the Lost and
Found service of the Austrian Railway: http://infrastruktur.oebb.at/en/kontakt/lost-and-found or call
their hotline + 43 1 93000-22 2 22, which is available from Monday to Thursday from 07:30 to 12:00
and 14:00 to 16:30 as well as Fridays from 07:30 to 13:30.
Lost identity cards and documents as well as bank cards and wallets will be sent to the Lost and
Found Service Central Office of the Lost and Found Service in Linz or Vienna.
If you lost something somewhere along the network of the “Linz Linien” (e.g. Trams, Busses or other
means of public transportations of Linz), these items will be passed on to the Central Office of the Lost
and Found Service after about 2 or 3 days.
Contacts of the Central Office of the Lost and Found Service (Fundbüro der Stadt Linz)
Neues Rathhaus, Zimmer E007
Hauptstraße 1 - 5, 4041 Linz
Tel. 0732/7070-0,
E-Mail: fund@mag.linz.at

If you lost account cards, an ID-Card or other official documents, please go to the municipal office
(German: “Magistrat”, look for section 3.1 for instructions how to find one) and report it. in some cases,
(e.g. when you lost a bankcard) you will need to file a loss report as soon as possible. In case of a lost
bankcard, of course you have to inform your bank as soon as possible as well, so that they can block
any unauthorized access to your account.
If you lost your E-Card, please inform your health insurance institution, they can issue another card for
you.

3.5 Problems at work
If you experience any problems at work such as:
There is a misunderstanding between you and your employer or fellow employees,
The work that you are doing does not fit the job description you signed up for, etc…
Then please contact your local IAESTE office. We will do our best to clarify any difficulties. Please try
to avoid any arguments when such a thing happens.
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4. Weather and clothes
4.1 Summer
Linz can be quite warm in summer (average 24-28 °C) with occasional maximums of up to 31-36 °C. It
receives a moderate amount of rainfall, the maximum of 80 mm being in June. Generally, the
precipitation culminates over a few rainy storms and overall it is very sunny. Therefore, it is
recommended to generally bring light clothing, but also something to prepare for rain. The Danube
River also has a few beaches and we have some open-air baths so it would be nice to bring a
swimsuit.

4.2 Winter
From the end of November to February and middle of march the temperatures often fall below the
freezing point. In December, Linz receives on average not more than 2 hours of sunshine and an
average of 64 mm of precipitation. Snow is frequent, therefore, it is wise to bring gloves, a scarf and a
warm cap for the cold winter days. Also, water resistant winter shoes are recommendable for the
melting season.

4.3 Fall and Spring
The temperatures are mild around 17°C. Generally, spring is one of the best seasons to visit Linz,
because of its beautiful gardens. However, the weather can become unpredictable. There is less
storms than in summer, but sometimes it can drizzle over long periods of time (up to a few days).
Therefore, remember to take a rain jacket or an umbrella.
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5 Getting around
5.1 Public Transport
5.1.1 In Linz
The Linz tramway network (German: Linzer Straßenbahnnetz) is a network of tramways forming the
backbone of the urban public transport system in Linz. The network is operated by the Linz Linien
division of Linz AG, the city-owned utility company, and uses the unusual track gauge of 900 mm. It
consists of four lines, including the Pöstlingbergbahn mountain tramway with which it has been
integrated since 2009. Linz Linien also operates the Linz citybus network and the Linz trolleybus
system. All the information about the public network can be found under:
http://www.linzag.at/portal/portal/linzag/metanavigationheader/home_1/centerWindow?action=1
There is also a very helpful application called Qando Linz which is available on smartphones. It helps
you find the fastest routes between locations and has information on the times at which the transport
leaves. Additionally, it is constantly updated in case of changes or disruptions.
All the information about the mobile application can be found under:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.fluidtime.android.linzag&hl=de

5.1.2 In Austria
Moving outside of Linz is organized by the ÖBB. It is separate from the Linz Linien. The fastest mode
of transport is the “Regional Zug” and the S-Bahn. To find a connection it is useful to visit the page:
http://www.oebb.at or use the app
ÖBB SCOTTY (https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.hafas.android.oebb&hl=de)
IMPORTANT: travelling outside of Linz requires a different Ticket!

5.1.3 Tickets
LINZ AG LINIEN has the right ticket for each passenger. In addition to the classic MINI, MIDI, MAXI
and MEGA (annual) tickets, weekly and monthly tickets are available for your individual mobility
requirements.
Ticket

Price / €

MINI Tickets (short distance)
MIDI Tickets (long distance)
MAXI Tickets (day tickets)
Week
Month

1,1
2,2
4,4
14,5
45,6

All the information about the Linz tickets can be found under:
https://www.linzag.at/portal/de/privatkunden/unterwegs/tickets___tarife

5.2 Taxis
Taxis are probably one of the most expensive, but also the most comfortable ways of moving around.
It is available 24/7, so if you ever find yourself in trouble, and cannot find a way home, you can always
call one. Here are some telephone numbers you might find useful:
661266
2244
6969

AST/Collective on-call taxi
Linzer Taxi
Taxigenossenschaft

6. Mobile Phone Networks
The main mobile phone networks in Austria are:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A1 (www.a1.net)
Drei (www.drei.at)
T-Mobile
Tele.ring
Yesss
BOB (www.bob.at/)
HoT (www.hot.at)

For the current best tariff ask the local IAESTE committee, as this changes permanently.

7. Bank and Money
7.1 Opening times and money withdrawal
In Austria, Banks are generally opened from about 8:00 to 15:00 from Monday to Friday. Most of them
also have a lunch break at midday. However, for specific times one has to check their website, as it
also largely depends on the Bank.
Money can be withdrawn from ATMs at any time of the day. To find the nearest ATM (German:
“Bankomat”) it is useful to use the Website http://www.psa.at and click at “Bankomatsuche” in the right
bottom corner. Then:
1. In the category “Bundesland” choose “Linz”
2. In the category “PLZ” choose the postal code of the district where the ATM should be located.
(4### where ### is the number of the district e.g. 4040 is the postal code of the Urfahr) The
search shows a list of all ATMs in the region.

7.2 Opening a bank account
In order to open a bank account in Austria you will need your passport and/or your ID Card with a
signature. However not much more is needed. There are a number of banks from which you can
choose. Some are only online, but offer even better services than the ordinary ones. Almost all of
them offer multilingual mobile applications for banking. Here is a list of the most popular banks in
Austria:
•
•
•
•

Unicredit Bank Austria
Raiffeisen Bank
Sparkasse (also called Erste Bank AG)
Bawag

Those that offer ONLY online services:
•
•
•
•

easy Bank
BankDirekt
DKB (Deutsche Kreditbank AG)
DirektAnlage

The simplest type of account is the so-called Giro (German: “Girokonto”) and can be acquired for free
for students in most banks. It can be used for payment and other transactions, but only offers a credit
card after usually 3 months (and only if one earns money). The usual debit card (“Maestro Card”) is
sent to the account owner immediately. Due to new EU regulations, you can use almost any debit card
of a Euro member country in Austria immediately without any additional setup time.
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8. Life
8.1 Culture
In terms of culture Austria is similar to other western European countries. However, it has its own little
nuances. As mentioned in section 8.2.1 one of the most important differences is that all shops are
closed on Sunday. That is rather important, because if you don’t prepare for this, buying food on
Sunday is very difficult. Additionally, the opening times are respected, so if you are in a shop at closing
time, you will be asked to leave. The shops close punctually and there is no “open until the last client”
rule. Punctuality is an important “virtue” in Austria. When you make an appointment, or are going to
work you are always expected to come on time or even a bit earlier. Only parties are an exception. At
work, you will be considered unreliable, if you come late. Lastly, when you are paying at a restaurant
or a bar it is not unusual to pay a tip. Not everybody does this, but if they do, they usually round up the
price to the next whole number.

8.2 Food
8.2.1 Groceries
There are a number of supermarket chains in Linz: Lidl, Billa, Spar, Zielpunkt, Hofer, Merkur etc. Hofer
is probably the cheapest of them all. It is important to remember that all supermarkets are closed on
Sundays and holidays. There are few important things to remember before going shopping in Austria:
•
•
•
•
•

Austria is BIG on recycling, so you will have to bring your own bags
The shop clerks will not help you pack your groceries
If you want a cart you will need a 0.50€, 1€ or 2€ coin
When you want to buy fruit or vegetables you will sometimes need to weigh them yourself. All
products have a number next to the price and you will need to use the scale to print out a
price tag to stick on the bag.
Generally, supermarkets close before 8:00 p.m. during the week and at 6:00 p.m. on
Saturdays.

Here is a list of grocery products with their average prices. A more complete list with comparisons in
other currency can be found on www.numbeo.com:

Milk (regular), (1 liter)
1.22 €
Loaf of Fresh White Bread (500g)
1.59 €
Rice (white), (1kg)
2.43 €
Eggs (12)
3.36 €
Local Cheese (1kg)
10.33 €
Chicken Breasts (Boneless, Skinless), (1kg)
12.27 €
Beef Round (1kg) (or Equivalent Back Leg Red Meat) 18.00 €
Apples (1kg)
2.45 €
Banana (1kg)
1.87 €
Oranges (1kg)
2.91 €
Tomato (1kg)
2.26 €
Potato (1kg)
1.45 €
Onion (1kg)
1.56 €
Lettuce (1 head)
1.56 €
Water (1.5 liter bottle)
0.97 €

8.2.2 Restaurants
In Linz we have a lot of restaurants and you can choice between Austrian, Chinese, Italian or many
other restaurants. And you can get almost everything starting with Schnitzel to Sushi.
All the information about all restaurants in Linz can be found under:
http://www.linzwiki.at/wiki/Restaurant/
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8.3 Shopping
As most European cities Linz has a few “shopping districts”. The biggest and typically Linz is the
Landstrasse. The street stretches between the Hauptplatz tram station and regional train station
Hauptbahnhof, and offers a wonderful shopping as well as walking experience, especially in the spring
and summer months.
Access
Tram:
Bus:

1, 2, 3, 4 – Hauptplatz
26, 27 – Taubenmarkt

If you are a fan of malls or if the weather happens to be bad, you can always visit the Plus City (The
Plus City is a shopping center in Pasching in Upper Austria. It is located southwest of Linz and opened
on October 15, 1989. It has a total retail floor area of over 750,000 square feet on 2 main floors.)
Which you can reach with the Tram lines 3, 4 in direction “Trauner Kreuzung” till “Plus City”.
If you are looking for electronics or house appliances stores, you would find them on the abovementioned street and malls. Some of the biggest and best equipped are Saturn and Media Markt.
Almost all shops in Austria accept both debit and credit cards and also offer Tax free shopping for non
EU citizens (more information at www.globalblue.com).

8.4 Sports and Recreation
When the weather is good, there are several options to enjoy Linz. After a short time walking from the
city center you will come across several huge BBQ areas and stretched parks along the Danube. A
perfect place to get out of the city and relax. Another option is to hike up to “Pöstlingberg”, a small
mountain from which you have a beautiful view on the top of the city. There is a nice Cafe up on the
top which invites visitors and hikers. Hot weather is the best opportunity to go for a swim in the
“Pleschinger Lake”. There are several nice spots to swim or just lay in the sun. One of the another
nice places is at near of city is Pichlingersee another beautiful lake.
The USI, the sports university regularly offers sport courses, which include swimming, table tennis,
indoor soccer, fitness, etc. This is their website (http://www.jku.at/content/e213/e175/e6856/)
Additionally, there are different places like the Bowling Center “Bowling Center Linz Pasching
GesmbH” where you can play billiard, table tennis, bowling and more.

8.5 Sightseeing
"In Linz beginnt's" (Everything starts in Linz) is the slogan of this refreshingly modern city. The Upper
Austrian's came up with this slogan in order to get rid of the line "In Linz, da stinkt's" (It stinks in Linz) for decades, this referred to the city's industrial heritage and the concerned pollution. Wool, iron and
wood industries, later oil, steel and transportation (Linz is a railway hub) caused a not-so-nice
reputation and it was only through the economic rise of the past one or two decades that tourists
discover Upper Austria's capital.
The few "old" sightseeing highlights (Pestsäule, Schlossberg, the protestant Landhaus and the
obligatory baroque palazzos and monasteries) would not be sufficient to attract tourists. Many come,
though - for the sake of the modern face of Austria that is visible in Linz. The ARS Electronica centre
is a "museum" and festival dedicated to information, technology and art and the "Linzer Klangwolke"
attracts ten thousands of people. The modern Brucknerhaus Concert Hall is regarded to be one of
Austria's best places for classical music. And the Lentos museum of modern art makes other places in
Austria struggle in their endeavors to catch up in this area. When Salzburg opened a museum for
modern art a few years ago, Linz started a poster campaign with the brilliant slogan: "Salzburg has a
new museum. Lentos." All other information about the sightseeing you can find here:
http://www.linz.at/english/tourism/217.asp
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8.6 Cinema, opera and classical concerts
8.6.1 Cinema
In Linz you can find both international and Austrian international cinemas. The two most important
international cinemas are:
•
•

City-Kino (http://www.moviemento.at/) on the Graben 30, 4020 Linz near the taubenmarkt
tram station
Cineplexx Linz (http://www.cineplexx.at/) on the Prinz-Eugen-Straße 22, 4020 Linz near the
industrizeile bus station you can go with bus number 17 or 19 or 27

8.6.2 Opera and classical Concerts
Brucknerhaus
Acoustics that send even well-traveled world stars into excitement have become a trademark of the
Brucknerhaus since its opening in 1974. Cultivating classical music, jazz, rock and pop concerts,
musicals, opera and operetta: all of this is part of the course of the high-quality concert life in Linz.
“Thank you for the hall” – the Russian star conductor Valery Gergiev wrote in the guest book of the
Brucknerhaus after a celebrated concert. His enthusiasm is shared by many famous artists from
classical music, contemporary music and jazz who have given guest performances in the concert
house on the Danube designed by the Finnish architects Kaija and Heikki Siren.
Posthof
One of the largest venues for contemporary culture in Europe, the Posthof, is located at the harbor of
Linz. The event center is a leader in current contemporary culture, presenting dance, cabaret, theatre
and literature as well as contemporary music. Whether rock, pop, jazz, reggae, techno or hip hop: at
the Posthof, local bands and internationally acclaimed musicians provide the right mix.
Other popular festivals in September are the Linzer Klangwolke (Linz Cloud of Sound), the Ars
Electronica Festival (in cooperation with the Ars Electronica Center) and the international Bruckner
Festival.
More information here: http://www.bruckner-orchester.at/3256_EN-Bruckner_Orchester.htm
https://www.landestheater-linz.at/musiktheater

8.7 Nightlife
If you want to enjoy nightlife, Linz is definitely the place. There is a wide variety of Pubs, Bars and
Clubs available behind every corner. Here is a summary of some of the places you might want to visit:
Bars & club:
• Cubus is a Combining the traditional and the modern, experiencing the special in the
things that appear so simple – that’s the challenge that Cubus, in the Ars Electronica
Center, sets itself. It is located at the street Ars-Electronica-Strasse 1, 4040 Linz (Austria)
• Rox Music Bar is a Music bar in the heart of the city, with an eclectic weekly program
featuring karaoke, Rock Night and Saturday Night Fever. It is located at the street Graben
18, 4020 Linz
• Musikpark A1 club, It is a specific type of club, quite large, and welcomes all types of
musical tastes. Definitely a place to check out is a biggest and the best night club in Linz
for dance and a lot of fun in the night it has a large indoor Dance floor. It is located at the
street Hamerlingstraße 42, 4020 Linz
Pubs:
•
•

The Golden Pub is a Pub with traditional Austrian food and drinks. It is located at the
street Jahnstraße 9, 4040 Linz near the Biegung line 3 tram stations.
Steakhouse pub is an big steak BBQ restaurants in Linz, it is located at the street Untere
Donaulände 12, 4020 Linz near the Hauptplatz tram station.
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8.6 Linz Weekend and other Weekends
During your stay, you are free to join our events in Linz and outside of Linz. We organize the so called
“Linz Weekend” where trainees from countries around Austria will also take part. This year, it takes
place in the TBD week of TBD. Throughout the whole summer many of those weekends are
organized in different places all over Austria and Europe. You can join as many as you want, however,
IAESTE does not pay for the travelling costs to those cities. There is also a general “Summer
Reception” program whose purpose is to entertain trainees during the weekends throughout summer.
In order to organize you time efficiently, check out the Website http://iaeste.org/events.

The folder from two years ago
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